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The ZM312B fibreglass whip is designed for AM and FM radio receive 
improvement for a vehicle, caravan, boat or structure.

With either a black or white whip,  OB-2 mounting base and cable assembly, 
specify either white or black for both, this antenna blends onto most vehicles or 
vessels.

Water-proofing, bird proofing and other installation accessories are all available 
separately.
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ZM312B ZM312B-BK

Construction
White heatshrunk whip, 
chrome ferrule and white 
mounting base and cable

Black heatshrunk whip, chrome 
ferrule and black mounting base 
and cable

Frequency range AM Radio 530-1600 kHz and FM Radio 87.5-108 MHz

Tuning Factory

Gain Receive only

Polarisation Vertical

H Plane 360° omnidirectional ± 0.5 dBd - receive

Cable 5 metres white RG58A/U exits 
from base

5 metres black RG58A/U exits 
from base

Connector ‘Easy fit’ solderless car radio connector fitted to cable

Height - including base 660mm

Weight 350grams

Mounting requirements Metal surface minimum 0.5m² with a minimum 16mm hole

Mounting position
recommended

Mount as high on your vehicle, caravan, vessel or structure as pos-
sible, ensuring no obstructions.

Installation tools required
11mm spanner for base securing

spanner for whip to base securing
Amalgamation butyl rubber tape + uPVC tape for connector sealing

Replacement parts ZW312B - whip only ZW312B-BK - whip only

*Build to order item - 
min. 10 units
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ATLM series - Adjustable 
bonnet, boot and door jam 

mount. 360 rotational and 140 
degree adjustment

16mm mount hole

Black or Chrome

Includes 5mm and 2mm allen 
keys

Recommended installation accessories

BBM-SS - wrap around bull bar 
mount, up to 50mm diameter 

bull bar tube

16mm mount hole

Requires 10mm spanner

BBML-SS - wrap around extra 
large bull bar mount, up to 

65mm diameter bull bar tube

16mm mount hole

Requires 10mm spanner

BBMXL-SS - wrap around extra 
large bull bar mount, up to 

76mm diameter bull bar tube

16mm mount hole

Requires 10mm spanner

GM1 - 304 stainless steel ‘L’ 
mount bracket

16mm mount hole

GM6 - 304 stainless steel ‘L’ 
mount bracket with slot

16mm mount slot

MRM-SS - 304 stainless steel 
‘Mirror mount’ bracket for up to 

20mm capability

16mm mount hole

Requires 10mm spanner

MGB - black powdercoated 
magnetic base

16mm mount hole

20kg pull force

105mm diameter

A-6211 - 304 stainless steel 
offset mount bracket 

200mm offset

16mm mount hole

GM2 - 304 stainless steel ‘Z’ 
mount bracket

16mm mount hole

BBKB-B - Knock-down antenna 
mount, powder coated black

16mm mount hole with 5.5mm 
cable hole

*Build to order item - 
min. 10 units
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Recommended Installation orientation
Must be a metal mounting location for effective performance

Vehicle Mounting locations

*Build to order item - 
min. 10 units


